
Chapel Hill Summer Swim League 

Minutes of the Board Meeting  

 May 24, 2012 

 

In attendance: Dana Campbell (HHCC), Kristi Geils (HRHST), Heather Walker (HRHST), Celeste Cantrell 

(EXSC), Britton Banning-Arndt (SVGC), Kevin Straughn (HHCC), Steve Riegler (HRHST), Maura Ashton 

(HRHST), Isaac Bacon (HRHST), Frances Houck (HRHST), Elizabeth Welsby (HRHST), Linda Pudik (TCST), 

Robin Bretzmann (TCST), Rachel  Pudik (TCST), Anna Pudik (TCST) Marie Pesacreta (TCST), Kerry 

McLaughlin (TCST), Kyle Ficker (TCST), Melinda Abrams (SVGC), Maripat Metcalf (SVGC), Mark Costley 

(SVGC), Karoline Nelson (CHCCR), Julie Neal (CHCCR), Liz Acker (CHCCR), Monica Heiser HHCC), Michaela 

Henry (EXSC), Jocelyn Tisch (EXSC), Cory Greene (EXSC/SFS), Stephanie Earnshaw (FSRAY), Heath Hudgins 

(FSRAY), Melissa Burroughs (FSRAY), Rikki Mangum (FSRAY), Julie Jennings (FSRAY) 

 

1. The minutes of the previous meeting were unanimously approved with no changes. 

2. Stroke and Turn: The clinics have been held and some trainees were able to take advantage of 

the opportunity to apprentice at the meet at Koury. A brief discussion followed about how to 

ensure that stroke and turn principles are more uniformly observed across League meets, 

including using only trained stroke/turn judges, having novice officials apprentice with someone 

USA certified or experienced, and making sure that coaches and parent representatives are 

familiar with the rules and bylaws that apply to stroke and turn. Copies of those rules should be 

available at each meet. 

3. The Champs heat sheet ad form has been distributed. Each team is responsible for selling $500 

worth of ads. 

4. Swim For Smiles: Cory distributed boxes of SFS envelopes for each team. New thermometer 

signs will be supplied soon. Wacky Relay Day is scheduled for Friday, July 13th, 6 pm at Koury.  

5. New Business: HRHST asked for a clarification of what is meant by “no forward motion” on the 

6&Under backstroke when the swimmer turns over onto the stomach. Discussion confirmed 

that parent reps, coaches, and stroke/turn judges understand this to mean no intentional or 

substantial motion forward (resulting from kicking, paddling, pulling along the lane lines, etc.), 

rather than brief incidental momentum forward (resulting from the act of turning over). 

Swimmers who propel themselves forward will be disqualified. Swimmers who float slightly 

forward before returning to their backs will not be disqualified. 

6. Several teams reiterated the desire to have a template for a standard Liability Release for swim 

team participation.  

7. Swim meet scores will be posted on the League website. The home team should please send 

scores to Meg as soon as possible after each meet. 

8. The next meeting date has been moved to June 26th at 7:30 at the Tennis Club 


